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! Bubble Boy got his super powers when he was 6 years old. But before Bubble Boy became Bubble Boy his 
name was Billy Boncul. Billy Boncul was a young, average 6 year old boy. His favorite sport was swimming and 
he loved to go to the beach. He had a great personality and was vary funny. His favorite hobby was to play cards, 
his favorite card game was go fish. He played go fish every night with his mom. His favorite thing in school was 
math. Billy Boncul hated waking up in the morning but he loved staying up late at night. He hated 2 things about   
the night, and those things wear taking a shower and brushing his teeth. He had 4 pets 2 cats a hamster and a 
fish. Billy Boncul had a total of 4 people in has family not including  his pets. He had a dad, a mom, and a sister. 
His moms name was Anjana Boncul, his dads name was Travis, and his sisters name was Sammy. His dad and 
mom got along really well but Billy and Sammy...well, not so much. They always fought and never agreed, but as 
life went on they became better friends. He had 2 best friends their names were Russell and Jack.
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Bubble Boy’s family 



! One  day on October, 18, 2009 Billy Boncul was playing with Bubbles in the park and a gust of 
wind blew the bubbles back to him. Billy Boncul opened his mouth and he accidentally swallowed a 
bubble and fell to the ground unconscious. Then, while Billy Boncul was on the ground, the liquids 
and gasses from the bubble with through his body and Billy Boncul turned into

Bubble Boy!!!
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How Bubble Boy got His powers



 ! After Bubble Boy woke up he went back in his house to rest, but before that he said ‘’I'm going to 
drink some soda’’. So he went to the fridge and got a bottle of soda and drank it. A few minutes later 
he had a large belch and instead of just gasses he belched gasses and some bubbles, and then he said 
“ AAAAAAA I just burped a bubble, thats so weird but also so cool. I wonder if I can blow a bubble 
without burping”. So he took a deep breath in and blow out bubbles and said “ cool I can blow 
bubbles without  any thing but myself”.
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How Bubble Boy discovered his powers



! Meanwhile in a secret underground lair 2 super villains named Needle Nerd and Laser Loser 
were thinking of a plan to take over the wold. But just then they got news that there was a new super 
hero in town. They said that they need to defeat this hero. So they could proceed with their plan to 
take over the world.
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Needle Nerd & Laser Loser



! The next day at 12:00 P.M Needle Nerd and Laser Loser flew in through Bubble Boy’s window. 
Bobble Boy was eating lunch when he heard a noise. The noise was so loud that he started to choke. 
But luckily he coughed whatever he was choking on up. Needle Nerd and Laser Loser came into the 
dining room where he was. Bubble Boy said, “Needle Nerd and Laser Loser! I should’ve known!”  
They responded by saying “No! We are the pizza delivery guys!” “But why are you dressed with such 
dark clothes and no pizza label on your shirt?” said Bubble Boy. “Also, I didn’t order a pizza.” “You 
figured us out!” cried Needle Nerd and Laser Loser. Then the hamster stole the bacon from the fridge 
and got away on his pineapple car.   
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The Attack 



! Needle Nerd shot 10 needles out of each of his fingers. Then Bubble Boy dodged like the matrix. 
He said, “Hasta la vista, baby” and blew a big bubble full of acid,  and it blew up in Needle nerd’s 
and laser loser’s faces. They ran away crying like little babies. Needle Nerd and Laser Loser were 
never seen again. Bubble boy was a super hero for the rest of eternity. 
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The Fight
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The End


